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Abstract. We identify the largest integer A such that all weights in a p-ary cyclic code Care 
divisible by ph, and give a congruence for the weights moJ @+I. A turns out to be 
w/( p - I) - R , where c3 is the smallest multiple of p -1 such that there is an equation of the 
form 1 = 816-J . . . 8,, each 6i being a root !of the check polynomial of C. Several related results 
are presented. 
$1. Introduction 
Let c be an (12, k) cyclic code over GF(p) = Fp with check ply- 
n0mia.l h(x), and for each c E C let w(c) denote the hamming weight of 
C. If w is the smallest multiple of p -1 such that there exists an equation 
of the form 1 = 8,02... 8, with each 8, a zero eFh(x) in some exten- 
sion field of Fp , and if h = o/(p - It ) - 1, we shall give a congruence 
W(C) s $c)ph(modpA+l), where w(c) is an explicit function of c, or 
rather its Mattson-Solomon polynomial l (Theorem 2). In particular h 
wilt be identified as the largest integer such that all weights in C are 
divisible by ph. If a fs a nonzero element of Fp , let W,(c) denote the 
number of times a occurs as a coordinate of c. If tir is the smallest 
integer such that therz exists an equation 1 = 8,8, . . . 8,#, each 8, 
being a zero of h(x), and X’ = I~w'/(p--l)l - 1, we shall give a cm- 
gruence (Theorem 3) w,(c) = W,(C)ph’(modph’+i). Here X’ turns out to 
be the largest integer such that WJC) is divisible by p” for all c E C - a 
F -*lit previously known [4,7]. For p = 2 these two theorems are iden- 
t1c&U, since W(C) = q(c). However, for p > 2 they diverge, and in par- 
ticta]al* We will Show in 52 that it is possible for x to be larger than h’. 
* This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory, California Institute ‘of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-i 00, sponsored 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administmxion. 
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The prl3ofs will make use of the p-adic field QP and its finite exten- 
sions. ,ilt’hough it would have been possible to prove the results without 
resorting to QP, it is my opinion that Qi, is the most natural algebraic 
structure in which to consider questions about the weights of p-ary 
codes. QP has chal acteristic 0 and so the integers w,(c) actually exist 
in &. The finite extensions of Qp perfectly mirror those of F”) : f’or 
each f> 0 t!lere is a unique unramified extension of Qp of defl$.<:.e f, its 
Galois group is cyclic with generator B, its residue class field is GF( pf) 
and Q induces the automorphism x + XL’ on the residue class fie?d. The 
reader will find proof& of these and all other properties of QP we shall 
need : I Artzn’s book [ 1) Chapters 1-4 and lo]. 
Th : yoof of the m&in result depends heavily upon the techniques 
developed by Ax [ 21 in his proof that the number of zeroes of an rth 
de,gree polynomial in nz variables over Fq is divisible by 4 I*W1. His 
proof, in turn, is based on a nineteenth-century theorem of Stickel- 
berger [S] on Gauss sums. (See Lemma 3 below.) Ax’s theorem, wh.en 
tra,rrslated into coding, asserts that the weights in the rth order Re .J- 
Muller code of length qm over 1;4 are all divisible by qlm’rjal. Using the 
fact that the shortened Reeld-Muller code is cyclic, it is possible to 
derive Ax’s theorem from tile theorems in this paper when p = 4. 
However, the correct generalization of Ax’s theorem for general q ha:; 
not yet been found. 
8 2. Statement of results 
Let n be an integer elatively prime to p, f the smallest integer such 
that q = pf = 1 (modn). Lelt s(x) = X~$~Uxu be a polynomial with 
coefficients in,F4 such that Sup = sUP , subscripts taken modulo ra. Then 
if p is il primitive lPh root 01’ unity in I$, s(p') E Fp for all i. Let N(s) 
denote the number of integers i such that s(p’) = 0, 0 5 i 5 n - 1. Let 
M be the set of fL:nctions from (0, 1, ..“, n-l } to {O 1, . . . . 3 - 1 }, and 
for m E M define 
n-l 
a(m) = c m(u) ) 
Z.d=O 
n-l 
ph> = r-T m(u)!, 
U=O 
convention: O! = 1, 
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n-l 
T(m) = c uf?I(I%). 
u=o 
For the polynomial s we make the following series of definitions: 
n-l 
(2.1) s(m) = T-l $+J, 
Zd=O 
convention: Q0 = 1, 
M~(s)=~m~M~s(m)#O,m~~O)<o(m)~O(modp-I), 
r(m) = 0 (mod n)), 
.’ 
MO(s) = {m E !@(s)! o(m) = U(S)), 
I h(s) = fd(S)/( p- 1) -- I . 
%f x is an element of FP, let CC> denote the unique integer from 
(0, 1) . . . , p- 1) in the residue class (mod p) represented by X. 
We can now state the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 1. 
N(s) f nQ)o + n( -p) ‘@) ( c s(m)p(m)--’ ) (mod PA(‘)+ * ) , 
mEM()(s) 
where 6i,j is the Krunecker a’elta. 
Theorem 1 will be proved in $94 and 5. (It is not immediately clear 
that the sum I=s(m)p(m) -* lies in Fp. However it is not hard to see that 
if m E M,(s), the function I&‘) defined by rn @)(u) = m(p-54) is also in 
M,,(s), and that this implies that the s,urn is fixed by the automorphism 
x -+ x P and so it does in fact lie in /$ . la, any case the fact that the sum 
lies in I$ will emerge (luring the proof.; k 
Let C be an (dq, k) p-ax-y cyciic code with check polynomial h(x) and 
{iz, p) = I. Then every root of h(x) is ;in jzth root of unity. If 6 is a 
primitive nth root of unity in _!$, dzfjne: U = (u 1 h(PU) = 0, 
0 < u < n- 1). Then according to th d C= theorem of h;attson and Solomon - _ 
(see for example [ 9: Section 3.41) for each codeword er s (co, cl, . . . . c,_~) 
E c there e$sts a polpiomial S(X) = ZuE u su X’ with S, E Fq and 
sup = sup such that q = s(/Yj, 0 5 i < e-- 1. Conversely every such poly- 
nomial, describes acodeword of 1c. 
We now define 
(2.2) M(C’)=(mEJCIl#~U=,m(u)=U}, 
M,(C) = {m E M(CjI m(0) C u(m) = O(modp-1), r(m) s O(mod n)), 
w(C) = min@(m) I m E M,(C)), 
UC) = dOl(p-1) - 1) 
MO(C) = Cm E M(C)/ a(m) = all, 
NJ(C) = the number of coordinates of c which are not zero. 
Theorem 2. Sor each codeword c E C let s be the corresponding 
Maittson-Solomon polynomial. Then 
w(c) 3 I-!( 1 - sso,* ) - n(-p)h(C) (mHFto s(m) p(m)-*) (mod p’@)+‘) . 
Proof. Comparing (2.1) snd (2.2) we see that M, (C) liti&) and so 
O(S) 9 c&Z). If w(s) > c&c), then m E M,(C) implies sl(m) = 0, and 
Theorem 2 asserts that w(c) = n( l--6,, *) (mod px(‘)+‘j. This is implied 
directly from Theorem 1, which guaraniees w(c) z n( l-6,, *) 
(mod pA.‘SJ). If’ h owever u(s) = o(Q, theri Ml,(s) E M&‘), ahd 
s E M,,( 0 - M,(s) implies s(m) = 0, and so Theorem 2 follows from 
Theorem 1 in this case also. 
Corolkuy. If h( 1) # 0, for every c E C 
:(-l(c) = 0 (mod pAtc)) 
I 
andjbr soEze c E C, w(c) f 0 {modph(c)+1‘). Furthermore u(C) is the 
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smalkst ir;lteger iiivkibk by p- I SUCK that there is an equation 
I = 8 &?, . ..8., with each 0, a zero f f ii(X). 
Proof. Since h( 1) + 0, so = 0 for Al c E C and Theorem 1 becomes 
w(c) % n(-pjh 9 ( C 
mEJ&jWl 
s(m)p(m)-l) (moQ~~+~) . . 
Thus in particular w(c) = 0 (mod phb. Moreover the sum CS(UJ jp(m)-’ 
is a polynomial in the variables U, u E U and since M,(C) is not empty 
it cannot vanish identically; i.e., for some c E C, w(c) f 0 (modp”+l). 
It remains to show that U(C) has the property stated. In an equation 
0 2 . . .8 w for which o is minimal subject to being divisible by p- 1, 
no 8i can occur moxt; than p-l times, since P is a zero of h(x) if 8 is 
(replacing p zeroes with 1 zero does not change the number of zeroes 
modulo p-l). Sirxe the zeroes of h are flu, 21 E U, we may rewrite such 
a minimal equation as i = pcum@) where 0 < m(u) <_ p-l and 
Zum(u) = 0 (mod nj. Zner U=oum(u) cannot be zero since 0 Ef U and so 
m(O) < a(m). Hence by (2.2) u has the desired properties. 
More definitions: 
(2.3) -d’(G) = the least multiple of p- 1 which is greater tha:: or 
equal to min{o(m) 1 m E M(c), 0 < r(m) = O(mod n j}, 
UC) = o’(cMp-1) - 1 ) 
M&l = (m E M(OI m(O) < u(m) 5 o’(O), 
qy cc) = the number of coordinates of c equal to a. 
Theorem 3. Suppose h( 1) i: 0, a 7t 0. Ts’zen for all c E 3S: 
hoof. w,(c) = the number of zeroes in the codeword (~-a. . . . . c,,_r-u) 
which has Mattson-Solomon polynomial s’(x) = -a+s(x), where s(x) is 
the Mattson-Solomon polynomial for c. If ti(s’) is as defined in (2.1), 
comparing with (2.3) we see that o(s’) > 631(C). Thus since sb = -a, if 
o(s)) 2 u’(C) Theorem 1 implies Theorem 3 immediately. If however 
&‘) = o’(C), it is citiar tnat every function m E MO@‘) is one of the 
functions m’ ciJine3 by 
m’(u) = m(u), u + 0, .. 
m’(O) = cd -- o(m), for some 872 E M#Z). 
Hence 
z e’(m)p(m)-1 = c s(m)(-ay’- “‘(m)p(m)-l (cdF--o(m))!-l 
rn( iM&) mWH~(C) 
and Theorem 3 is proved. 
:t Jc) = 8 (modph’(c)) 
and jbr some e E C w&.) f 0 (moth pA’@)+‘). CI ‘(Cj is the least integer 
which is a multiple of p -4 and greater thart or equal RI the least integer 
w” such that an eqtlati0n 1 = 8,02 . . . QOlt exists with each 0i a zero of 
h(x). * 
Proof. Virtually the same as tE:,e proof of the corollary to ‘Theorsem 2 
and wiil be omitted. 
Remark,, Theorems 2 arc!! 3 are identical for p = 2; ho-Never they civerge 
for p > 2 as the first example in the next section will illustrate. The 
corollaql to Theorem 3 is not new; see [4] and [ 73. 
5 3. Two exa\mples 
These examples are presentecl for pedagogic reasons only. Kasami [ 61 
hs used the full strength of Theorem 2 for p -a 2 in the study of an 
important class of cyclic codes, and the reader who wishes to see a 
serious application of these results should consul’r that paper. 
ie 1. Let C be the ( 13.J) cyclic code over F, whose &:heck poly- 
nomial h(x) = :c3 --x - 1 is irre&_kble and of period 13. Then there exists 
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a 1 3fh root of unity P in Fz7 such that the zeroes of h(x) are fl, fi3, pg. 
Hence U= { 1,3,9). The equation m(l) + 3~2(3) + 9an(9) 5 0 (mod 13) 
with 05 mCz0 5 2 has only two solutions, mr( 1) = m,(3) = q(9) = 1 
and mz(I) = mz(3) = m2(9) = 2. ~(rn 1) = 3, o(q) = 6 and so o(c) = 6, 
U’(C) = 4. Thus by Theorem 2 the weights of C are all divisible by 9 and 
so must all (except for the nulltiord) be equal to 9. On the other hand 
M&Z') = (ml ) and so by Theorem 3, if Q = f 1 
w,&) s (3cq:+g> (mod 9) = (3asf3) (mod 9) 
since s3 =- s:, sg = s: .
Since s1 E Fz7 ) ifslisnotzerosf3=+1.1fs!3= l,thenwl(c)=3, 
w-1(c) = 6 (mod 9); if st3 = -1, WI(C) = 6, wZ(c) = 3 (mod 9). Eence 
13 codewonds have wr = 3, w_r = 6 and 13 have w1 = 6, w_~ = 3. The 
main point of this example is that the weights w(c) are congruent o 0 
modulo a higher pdwer of 3 than the numbers w,(c). In fact for any p 
the (~(#--I), k) code with Ire oc;d has X = k-l > A’ = i&--l). 
Example 2. Let C be the (95,3;) binary cyclic code whose check poly- 
no;r,ial?s irreducible of degree 36 and period 95. This is the shortest 
binary irreducible cyclic code w;.bose complete weight enumerator is 
not known. In this case U= (2”(mod 95), i = 0, 1, . . . . 35). ,4n easy hand 
calculation shows that c&Z’) = U’(C) = 3, and that M,(C) contains only 
the 36 functions Ip2i, i = 0, 1, . . . . 35, defined by 
mi(2i) = m,(2i+4’) = m( ;!; +J) = 1, 
yyti(u) = 0 for all other- values of U. 
Hence by either Theorem 2 or 3, 
35. ., 4 +2 19 E 4 ( c s12i+2’+p-1+2”+*g~ z 4 (Tr($+2 )) 
i=O 
where ‘I?() is the trace from F& to F2. Now (236 - 1, 5519) = 1 
(55 19 is prilne and 36 does not divide #(S!S 15) = 5S 18) and so as sl 
;ranges throtgh F236 so does st “lg. Thus ths number of nonzero code- 
Iwords in C’ whose vveight is divisible by 8 is 95 times the number #of 
9Sth powers :in F& whose tract: is 0. This number has been calculated 
131 * and 1s 361 702 497. IIence if Ai represents the number of code- 
words of weight i in C, we have calculated that C Agi = 
95 l 369 702.. 457. It is known that the Ai are all zero except possibly 
for the 19 v;lluesA4f, i = 4, 5, . . . . 22, and the sums C Ai, 2 I/ii, C i2Ai 
are also knoqwn. However, the computation of rema’.ning Ai’s is not yet 
;possib et. 
54. Preparation for the proof of Theorem 1 
Let 4 = & Qp be the p-adic completion of the rationals, and K the 
urique unrarnified 6 tension of Qp of degreef. The ring of integers of 
K ha:; a unique prime ideal which is generated by the rational prime pl, 
arrd the residue class field is isomorphic to Fq . In K we may take as 
representatives of the residue class field the (a- 1 lst roots of unity, 
and 0. Thesl: particular epresentatives are called Teichmiiller represen- 
tatives, and throughout he zest of this paper an upper-case letter will 
denote fbcl Teichmul’ler representative of a lower-case letter; e.g. x E Fq 
win1 have Te%chmWtr epresentative X E K. Let 5 be a primitive pth 
root of unity. In the ring of integers of the field K(f) ihe integer 
76 = C-1 generates the unique prime ideal, the residue class field is again 
F”, and the ideal (p) factors as (p) = (n)P-l. 
knma 1. pi = (-- 1 )&ri(P-l)(mod ~j’:p-~)+~ ), for all j> 1. 
oaf. 5 satisf’ies the irreducible equation fp(x) = xp- ’ +xPw2+ ..+x+ 1 = 
nyg’(x -,(‘) t= 0. Setting x = 1 we obtain p = I’I&l( 1 --f$ Hence , 
P 
P-1 
--- ,: (_l)P-1 rr; 1-r’ 
7Fp-1 - 
-- = (-l)P-1 n (1 +r+. .+t’-1) 
*1 l-3’ d=l Y 
= (--l)p-l(p-l)! (mods--1). 
* The entry (0,42081 p at p/=95 in table 1 of [ 31 means that the number of 9Stix powers 
with trace 0 minus the numbr with trace 1 is 32081. Since the sum of these two numbers is 
C236- 1 J/95 = 723 342 913 the ?raDue given above follows. 
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Now (p-l)! s - t(mod p) )s: r uf:r- ‘i~ llson’s theorem and since n divides F we 
have P/~P-’ = - I (mod R), : ncl so pj/nj(PWs ) ,= (- l)i (mod T). 
If Tr(*) is the trace from A$ to Fp and if ?‘I+) = 1, we define the 
polynomial L = XT=: LjZ’ to be the unique polynomial of degree q- 1 
with coefficients in K(c) such that L(X) = gCI’r(ax)) for all x E FO, X be- 
ing the Te:ichmiiller epresentative of x. 
Lemma 2 (Ax [2]). L, = 1, L+_l = -q/(q- 1) and for 0 < j < q- 1 
Lj z A’g(j)l(q-1) 
where A is the Teichmiille Y xpresen tative of a, and g(j) is the Gauss 
sum 
g(j) = c x-i~(‘I’(XN, 
xEF$ 
whme F; = Fq - (0). 
Proof. c x(g $L(x) = &--$ {!Tr(ox)) =-1. But 
q-1 
C L(X)= C Lj C Xi=(q-l)(Lo+Lq--l). 
xEF$ j=O xEFg* 
Now Lo = L(0) = 5’ = 1 and so L,_, = -q/cq-1) as asserted. 
ForO<j<q-1 wehave 
c L(X)K” = 
x6F; 
But 
+W) 
g(j) = -- -p(i) (n:Qd7rw(j)+1) . 
Csr~ollary . 
PrOOf of Corollary. F’ro’m Lemmas 2 and 3,’ 
But g-1 = - 1 (mod n) and since ~:y number congruent o 
---~1~/(q-- 1) (mod n) may be substituted for .it in (Lx. 1) the corollary is 
p.Foved for j # q -- 1. For j = q-1, w(j) =f(p---1), p(j):= (p-l)!f and the 
assertion is that 
- 4 = ‘f@-‘)_ (rnodnf(P-l)+t) . 
I 
, 
But since (p-l). t$ 5 (- 0 )f(n~od x) by Wilson’s theorem this follows 
from Lemma 1. 
Remark. This lemma is the nucleus of the proof of Theorem 1. 
Stickelberger [S]/ proved his theorem only for Gaussi,.! sums which 
were defined in certain algebraic number fields, but his proof carries 
over. mutatis mutandis, to the p-adic case. A direct p-z&c proof is given 
in [5]. 
Lemma 4. 
(4 - 1 Mp-- 1) 
xi 
j=) 
L’i(@) = - --- 
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Froof If q=p, the statement is merely that LPI1 = -p/p- t and is con- 
tained in Lemma 1, If q > p, lest Q = (q-- 1 )/(p- 1). 
(Tr(ax))x-j(g-I) 
1 
- 
=b: Et q-l XEF$ 
m(ax)) 
"C'X -j(p-1) . 
]=I 
Since X-(P-a) l IS a Qth root of unity, the inner sum is -- 1 if 
x E F; - F’i and Q- 1 if x E Fp*. Hence 
- 
“r’ L 1 
,d 
j(p__1) I= - - Cr <T’r(ax): -f 1 Es (Tr(axN 
q-1 xe-; p-1 XEF$ * 
Now since Tr (a) = 1, the map x -+ c(Tr@x)) is a nontrivial character of the 
additive groups of both l;y and FP, and 30 in the last equation both 
sums are - 1. Thus 
Q-1 
CL 
1 I 
= -- -- - 
j=i 
j(p_,) 
(.I-1 p-l * 
Finally we add L,_, = -q/(q-1) and obtain 
Q 
CL 1 
1 Cl P j=, j~p_l) =--,’ - ‘)- - _ = -~ 
q-l p-l q-l y-l. 
2 5. Proof of Theorem 1 
sing the notation introduced at the beginning of 5 2, ;rnd the simple 
Let that if 5 is a primitive pth rod of unity, XxEFP {txy’ ~z !I if .v = 9, = 0 
ify # 0, we obtain 
Now !f, as in $4, a is chaser! in F,q such that l?(a) = I, then if y E Fp, 
Tr (ay) = y and so we may re.irvri%e (5.I ) as 
how if 6, is the polynomial defined in $4, (5.2) becomes 
pN(s) = ng c i’r’ g L.(XSuB’U)j , 
i=O xEFp u=Oj=O ’ ’ 
X, SLt, B being the Teichm~&r representatives of x, su, and 6. 
pN(s) = 
where a is the set of fumxions from (0, 1, . . . . n- 1) into (0, 1, ..*, q- h 1. 
pN(s) = 2J 2 c L(m)S(m)X”(mwf(m), 
x"Fp i= (i rn~M 
It i:s easily verified that 
and 
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Next observe that if m(u) = :: for all u, L(r;:j) = S(nz) = 1, so that if we 
sepllrate the null function $3 ctn the athers, (5.3) becomes 
(5 .“) PM)= Pn + W-l)&{L(m)S(m)I Cl< u(m) = 0 (modp-1): 
r(m) = 0 (modn)) . 
Let US now sum separately those terms in (5.4) with .WI(U) = 0 for u + 0. 
Since si = so, it follows that So is a dp- 1)” root of unity, or zero, and 
SO 
~U4~WbOI m(Ob = j(p-l), m(u) = 0. if $ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . . (q--1)/@-l 1) 
(q-I)/@-1) 
= (l-q),,) c Lj(p_1) 
j=l 
=- J- Cl-s,() ())v p-l ’ by Lemma 4. 
Hence (5.4) becosnes 
IZ(O) <,o(m) s 0 (modp-l), r@) - 0 (modlz)). 
Let us adopt the notation w[nz] = C ~$v(I~z(u)), w(j) being as 
defined in Lemma 3. Then according to Lemma 3 
and so the sum 1~ (5.5) will vanish mod a~~, where 
w= min {M [u2] 1 S(m) # 3, m( 0) < a(m ) - = 0 (KIOC@--l), Wz)- O(tnodtz)). 
Define 
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M, = (in E MI S(m) J: 0, w(vt j = O, ,m(O) ~1 u(m) ~5 0 (mod p- 3 j, 
T(m) = 0 (mod YI)}. 
If m E ii?, write in(u) = OQ,(U! + m&u) p + .*. + mf_l(u)pF-l with 
0 1 V+(U) 2 p-l, and replace each term SF(‘) in the product S(m) with 
the product Il$i Sag”’ . Thic;l does not change the value of S(m) because 
of the condition SUp = Sup. Cloinsider the resulting function m’ defined 
by VI’(U) z ZrziPni(Upf-‘). ske w(~'(u)) I ZI$i b~(~;(Up~~')) wi,eh 
equaPy if and only if m’(;r) :l p- 1, the minimality of o implies 
m’ E & and <that m’(.u) ~2 p-- i for all U. Let us call such an m” reduced, 
say t&it n;b2 coillapses to nz”, anS write m + m’. 
Conversely if ytz’ E MO is reduced, any substitution of the form 
wilj produce an pn defined by 
(5.6) 
f-1 
m(u) := ,T;* mI( p’u) pi . 
Since m is reduced, w(m’) = w(~t) = Xi ,m@) = c3 and so m is also 
reduced. The functions y1z defined by (k3.6) are all dishsnct since the 
integers nl&z j are uniquely recoverable fr,om the m(u). Hence each tz 
which collapses to m’ can be obtained in this marmer. NOW accoi-ding 
!o Lemma 3 
Tf?~!l; if we write Ai for AP’ we &t:jin 
- YP (mod nW+’ j 
u=O i=O mi( piu)! 
Let US now SW-n over all m’ -+ HZ: 
(5.7) c L(m’) 4 7p g 
??Tt4m 
c 
U=O m!o(u)+.;.+mf_l(u)=m(u) i=(, Wlj(U)! . , 
The kner sum in (5.7) is(Ao+A1.+ . ..+Af :I)m’u)/m(u)! by the multi-. 
nomd theorem, and A, + . . . + Af_l = 1 (mod n) since Tr (a) = 1, SO 
that 
(5.8) ‘p 1 L(d) s P p(m)-’ (mcd zw+l) . 
m-+m 
Since the reduced m’s in I& form thie set M,(s) defined in (2-l), (5.5) 
and (5.8) yield (X = a/( p- 1 j - 1) 
pN(S) = 6 s*,op12 +(p-1) iL7i'" c S(m)p(m)_’ (mod ?+I ). 
m EM(j (3) 
And so by Lemma I 
(5.9) pN(sj f 6so,0pn -+ (p-l )r,!(-p)“+’ 
X c S(m)~pim)-’ (modPfl). 
mEflIots) . 
From (5.9) we can see that the sum C = ZS(m)p(m)-’ is congruent 
to a rational number mod T, and so it must be congruent o a unique 
integer in the set (0, 1, . . . . fry - 11. Since C is an element of the residue 
crass mod T represented by iZs(m)p(m)-*, this integer must be 
CLs(m)p(m)%, and so dividing (5.9) by p we obtain 
Theorem 1 follows immediately, since a. rationa! integer which is 
divisible by z h(~--I)+l must also be divisible by $+’ . 
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